
Thank you for your interest in CURRENT magazine. Within this kit you’ll find all you 

need to make an informed decision about how CURRENT fits into your advertising and 

promotional mix. 

Editorial Mandate

CURRENT is St. John’s’ premiere bi-weekly lifestyle magazine. From visual arts and music to 

interior design and personal wellness, CURRENT provides a venue for fun, provocative, 

honest and fresh perspectives. CURRENT is dedicated to providing an open venue for local, 

national and international points of view.

 

Demographic

CURRENT is targeted towards and read equally by men and woman ages 19 - 40. They are 

generally patrons of our distribution points, including cafes, restaurants and retail stores. 

CURRENT readers are socially active and responsible, frequenting concerts, bars, restau-

rants, cafes and various social gatherings. They prefer to purchase goods and services pro-

vided within the greater St. John's area. A large segment of our readers are well educated 

and in the middle to high income bracket, but we also reach the elusive youth market as no 

other publication does.

 

Reach

Comparing magazines, rates, and circulation to determine best value for dollar can be confus-

ing; there are just so many factors involved. Simply stated, CURRENT reaches approxi-

mately 20,000 readers per issue. Calculating the cost of a full-page colour ad at this reader-

ship, it costs you approximately $38.75 to reach 1000 readers. 

Other Advantages

•Bi-weekly scheduling means you get 2 full weeks of exposure 

•Access to our graphic design and writing staff will help maximize your message 

•Custom advertising plans are made to fit your goals and add flexibility to your message

•Cross promotion opportunities are available 

•CURRENT is always free, thereby reaching the elusive youth market who do not 

 buy newspapers

•CURRENT’s fresh perspective is attractive to those people who distrust conventional 

 media sources. 



Rates

Size A

3.000” wide

1.750” high

Cost

b&w only $50

Size F

6.125: wide

3.000” high

Cost

b&w only $120

Size K

9.250” wide

3.000” high

Cost

b&w $250

colour $325

Size L

9.250” wide

6.000” high

Cost

b&w $400

colour $500

Size M

9.250” wide

12.250” high

Cost

b&w $675

colour $775

Size N (back cover only)

9.250” wide

12.250” high

Cost

colour only $975

Size G

6.125” wide

6.000” high

Cost

b&w $200

colour $250

Size H

6.125” wide

9.000” high

Cost

b&w $250

colour $300

Size I

6.125” wide

12.250” high

Cost

b&w $400

colour $500

Size J (front cover only)

9.250” wide

1.750” high

Cost

colour only $400

Size B 

3.000” wide

3.000” high

Cost

b&w only $80

Size C

3.000” wide

6.000” high

Cost

b&w only $120

Size D

3.000” wide

9.000” high

Cost

b&w only $150

Size E

3.000” wide

12.250” high

Cost

b&w $225

colour $300

Acceptable Formats

300 dpi resolution, no bleeds JPG, TIFF or EPS (bitmap files only)

Please open files before sending them. Be sure they are free of viruses and suitable for PC environment.



Special Cover Story Promotion: Showcase your event on CURRENT’s cover with an 

accompanying story inside for just $1200. 

Prepay your ad and receive a 10% discount. 

       Insert promotions are available.

Guidelines

Ads should be sent in JPEG, TIFF or EPS format. 300dpi or higher. No bleeds. 

Ads that do not conform exactly to the modular sizes provided will be re-formatted, 

reduced, enlarged or framed at the discretion of CURRENT.

Deadline

CURRENT is published every second Thursday. Advertising deadline is the preceding 

Thursday at 5 pm. Artwork deadline is Friday at 5 pm. 

Size

A

B

C (3” x 6”)

D

E (1/3 p. vert)

F

G (6 x 6)

H

I (2/3 p. vert)

J (front cover)

K

L (half p. hori)

M (fullpage)

N (back cover)

B&W/Colour

50

80

120

150

225/300

120

200/250

250/300

400/500

400 (colour only)

250/325

400/500

675/775

975

8 x Rate (-20%)

320

512

768

960

1440/1920

768

1280/1600

1600/1920

2560/3200

2560

1600/2080

2560/3200

4320/4960

6240

20 x rate (-40%)

600

960

1440

1800

2700/3600

1440

2400/3000

3000/3600

4800/6000

4800

3000/3900

4800

8100/9300

11700


